A Coding Single Nucleotide Polymorphism in Lysine Demethylase KDM4A Associates with Increased Sensitivity to mTOR Inhibitors
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This report documents the first coding SNP within a lysine demethylase that associates with worse outcome in NSCLC patients. We demonstrate that this coding SNP alters the protein turnover and associates with increased mTOR inhibitor sensitivity, which identifies a candidate biomarker for mTOR inhibitor therapy and a therapeutic target for combination therapy.

SUMMARY

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occur within chromatin-modulating factors; however, little is known about how these variants within the coding sequence impact cancer progression or treatment. Therefore, there is a need to establish their biochemical and/or molecular contribution, their use in sub-classifying patients and their impact on therapeutic response. In this report, we demonstrate that coding SNP-A482 within the lysine tri-demethylase KDM4A/JMJD2A has different allelic frequencies across ethnic populations, associates with differential outcome in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients and promotes KDM4A protein turnover. Using an unbiased drug screen against 87 preclinical and clinical compounds, we demonstrate that homozygous SNP-482 cells have increased mTOR inhibitor sensitivity. mTOR inhibitors significantly reduce SNP-A482 protein levels, which parallels the increased drug sensitivity observed with KDM4A depletion. Our data emphasize the importance of using variant status as candidate biomarkers and highlight the importance of studying SNPs in chromatin modifiers to achieve better targeted therapy.
INTRODUCTION

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the most common type of genetic differences in humans, are defined as a single base pair difference in the DNA with the least abundant allele present in at least 1% of the population (1). Germline SNPs can be associated with the risk and onset of diseases, including cancer (2). Such variants can also predict disease outcome and/or response to treatment, even without their direct association with the disorder (3). SNPs located in coding regions and regulatory gene elements are more likely to affect protein levels and function, and non-synonymous SNPs presenting a low degree of differentiation in the population are significantly more frequent in genes known to modulate diseases. Thus, these SNPs likely result in deleterious protein function and are of interest for medical research (4).

To date, little knowledge exists about how coding SNPs alter the function of chromatin modifying enzymes (5). Importantly, emerging data on somatic mutations in cancer has identified these enzymes as critical cancer genes (5). For this reason, germline variants in these enzymes are likely determinants in disease susceptibility and therapeutic drug responses. Consistent with this notion, a coding SNP in the lysine demethylase KDM4C has recently been linked to breast cancer outcome (6). Therefore, understanding the molecular and biochemical roles of these enzymes and factoring in the impact SNPs have on their biology will be necessary to identify important disease biomarkers and provide insights into novel therapies or drug combinations.

In the present study, we describe the cellular and biochemical impact of a SNP in the coding region of the lysine demethylase KDM4A. KDM4A is a JmjC domain-containing lysine demethylase targeting H3K9me3, H3K36me3 and H1.4K26me3 (7). Ubiquitination of KDM4A is a major regulatory mechanism for controlling the identified functions of this protein (8, 9). Consistent with the need to modulate KDM4A levels, tumors have been shown to have both
gain and loss of *KDM4A* alleles. While overexpression and *KDM4A* copy gain have been shown to impact nuclear functions such as site-specific copy regulation (10), defined roles for KDM4A loss or decreased expression need additional exploration.

We have identified a coding SNP within *KDM4A* that results in the conversion of the glutamic acid at position 482 to alanine (E482A; referred to as SNP-A482). Consistent with this SNP having important biological associations, we observe differential distribution across ethnic populations and poor outcome in homozygous SNP-A482 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. Furthermore, we demonstrate that SNP-A482 increases ubiquitination and protein turnover by increasing the interaction with the SCF complex. An unbiased drug sensitivity screen of cells homozygous for SNP-A482 establishes an unprecedented link between KDM4A and inhibition of the mTOR pathway. In fact, mTOR inhibitors significantly reduce SNP-A482 protein levels when compared to wild type KDM4A. Consistent with this observation, reduced KDM4A protein levels increase mTOR inhibitor sensitivity. Taken together, these findings report the first coding germline variant in a lysine demethylase that impacts chemotherapeutic response, which identifies KDM4A as a potential candidate biomarker for mTOR inhibitor therapy.

**RESULTS**

**SNP-A482 is associated with worse outcome in NSCLC patients**

Our laboratory has recently demonstrated that the lysine demethylase *KDM4A* is copy gained and lost in various cancers (10). Consistent with our studies, other groups have established that KDM4A protein levels are linked to cell proliferation, metastatic potential and patient outcome for lung and bladder cancers (11, 12). Therefore, we evaluated whether there are genetic factors that could influence KDM4A protein levels and function. Specifically, we evaluated non-
synonymous coding single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in KDM4A since they are more likely to alter protein function due to a change in an amino acid sequence (5). Our evaluation of the dbSNP database identified only one coding SNP for KDM4A with reported allele frequencies.

KDM4A SNP rs586339A>C has a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.238. The rs586339 SNP results in a single base substitution that leads to an amino acid substitution: E482 (GAA) to A482 (GCA). Therefore, we refer to this germline variant as SNP-A482 (Figure 1A). We identified adenine “A” encoding E482 to be the major allele [referred to as wild type (WT) throughout the text and figures] for two reasons: 1) this amino acid is conserved across species (Figure 1B); and 2) both dbSNP database and HapMap analysis reported “A” as the major allele. Upon evaluating the HapMap project, we observed different allelic frequencies across various ethnic populations (Figure 1C) (13), highlighting an ethnic diversity for this SNP. The average HapMap allelic frequency across all evaluated populations is 65% for homozygote for the major allele (WT), 30% for heterozygote, and 5% for homozygote for the minor allele (SNP-A482) (Figure 1C). The presence of the SNP in cell lines was confirmed using Sanger sequencing (Figure 1D) and restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (not shown).

In order to further establish whether SNP-A482 had any disease associations, we evaluated a well-characterized cohort of NSCLC patients (14, 15) and determined whether homozygous KDM4A SNP-A482 NSCLC patients were associated with differential outcome based on various clinical parameters. Interestingly, NSCLC and non-NSCLC cohorts exhibited comparable allelic frequency, suggesting that there is no selection against the A482 allele in NSCLC patients (Figure S1A). Patients that were homozygous for KDM4A SNP-A482 experienced an overall worse outcome, with borderline statistical significance (p=0.055), and had significantly worse outcomes for certain late stage patient parameters (p<0.05, Figures 1E and S1B-F).
In order to further evaluate the predictive ability of SNP-A482 as a biomarker of survival and outcome, we performed time-dependent receiver operator characteristics curve (ROC) analyses on five subgroups of NSCLC patients (age<64, adenocarcinoma, stage 3, with radiation therapy, and with surgery). In each subgroup, we compared the area under the curve (AUC) of the model with SNP-A482 and clinical information (age, sex, smoking status) to the model with clinical information only. In general, the predictive model with SNP-A482 had a slightly better performance, with the caveat being the low heritability results in the predictive model being more limited (Figure S1G) (16). Therefore, these data do not necessarily support the SNP-A482 serving as a biomarker alone; however, future studies containing larger sample sizes will help with the assessment of such a predictive model. These data do however highlight a disease association for SNP-A482 and support a rationale for exploring the impact SNP-A482 has on KDM4A.

**SNP-A482 results in increased ubiquitination and turnover of KDM4A**

We wanted to determine if there was a biochemical difference between KDM4A WT and KDM4A SNP-A482. Since KDM4A is a histone demethylase (7), we determined whether SNP-A482 had altered catalytic activity when compared to WT KDM4A in vivo. RPE cells transfected with either HA-tagged WT KDM4A or SNP-A482 had similar H3K9me3 and H3K36me3 catalytic activities (Figure 2A). However, SNP-A482 had an increase in higher molecular weight products when evaluated by western blot (data not shown), which was demonstrated to be ubiquitination by immunoblotting for ubiquitin after conducting denaturing GFP immunoprecipitation (IP) (Figure 2B). Multiple replicate experiments indicated that there was a two-fold increase in KDM4A SNP-A482 ubiquitination when the IP was normalized and compared to wild type KDM4A (Figure 2B, lower panel; p=0.01).
We and others have previously demonstrated that KDM4A is ubiquitinated by the SCF complex containing the E3 ligase Cullin1 (8, 9). Consistent with increased ubiquitination of SNP-A482, KDM4A SNP-A482 co-immunoprecipitated more MYC-Cullin1, which reflects an increased association with the SCF complex (Figure 2C). In addition, KDM4A SNP-A482 exhibited a shorter half-life when compared to KDM4A WT (1h38min versus 2h58min, respectively; Figure 2D). Taken together, these data demonstrate that SNP-A482 results in altered KDM4A ubiquitination and contributes to changes in KDM4A protein stability.

**KDM4A SNP-A482 alters chemotherapeutic sensitivity in lung cancer cell lines**

In order to determine whether there are differential roles between WT and SNP-A482, we first assessed the impact of SNP-A482 on KDM4A-dependent phenotypes. Similar to WT KDM4A, SNP-A482 overexpression resulted in faster progression through S phase and promoted site-specific copy gains (data not shown). In a further attempt to resolve differences between the wild type and SNP-A482 containing cells, we conducted an unbiased association study between 86 genotyped lung cancer cell lines (Figure S2A) and their corresponding drug sensitivities. These cell lines were treated with 87 preclinical and clinical compounds at three different drug concentrations (Table S1). We compared the cell lines homozygous for the minor allele to the cell lines heterozygous and homozygous for the major allele. The results of the analysis are summarized as a volcano plot representing the statistical significance (inverted Y axis) versus the effect of KDM4A SNP-A482 on drug sensitivity (Figure 3A). KDM4A SNP-A482 was significantly associated with altered drug response to 20 compounds: 17 compounds (green) were associated with increased drug sensitivity and three compounds (orange) were associated with increased drug resistance (Figures 3A,B). These compounds were then classified based on reported literature and known targets (Figure 3B). The most striking enrichment was observed for mTOR inhibitors. Lung cancer cells homozygous for KDM4A SNP-A482 had increased sensitivity to five different mTOR/PI3K inhibitors (p=0.002; Figures 3A,B). Figure S2A shows
that the different mTOR inhibitors have a consistent effect across each cell line used in our screen. This consistency is illustrated by looking at the relative sensitivity to each inhibitor obtained by median centering of the viability ratio values. Importantly, 10 of the 17 compounds that were associated with increased sensitivity in SNP-A482 homozygous cell lines are involved in targeting pathways related to mTOR/PI3K signaling (Figure S2B).

In order to further establish the specificity of the relationship between KDM4A SNP-A482 and mTOR inhibition, we examined the relationship between drug sensitivity and other SNPs within KDM4A (Figure S2C,D). We genotyped the lung cancer cell lines used in the initial screen for two additional KDM4A SNPs. We chose to study the non-coding SNP rs517191, which lacks significant association with overall NSCLC patient outcome, and the non-coding SNP rs6429632, for which the significant outcome associations in homozygous late stage patients were not identical to that of KDM4A SNP-A482 [rs586339] (Figure S2D). Interestingly, only cell lines homozygous for KDM4A SNP-A482 and not rs517191 or rs6429632 exhibited increased sensitivity to the majority of mTOR inhibitors compared to the cells heterozygous and homozygous for the major alleles (Figure S2E). These data suggest that the mTOR pathway directly or indirectly associates with SNP-A482.

mTOR inhibition reduces KDM4A protein levels

Due to the enrichment for mTOR inhibitor sensitivity in relation to SNP-A482, we further evaluated the biochemical relationship between KDM4A SNP-A482 and this class of compounds. Based on the observation that KDM4A SNP-A482 increases KDM4A ubiquitination and turnover (Figure 2), we determined the impact that mTOR inhibition had on endogenous KDM4A levels in a heterozygous cell line (Figures 4A-C). Consistent with mTOR inhibition affecting mRNA translation (17, 18), endogenous KDM4A protein levels were reduced during Rapamycin treatment (Figure 4A,B), whereas RNA levels were unchanged (Figure 4C). Since
KDM4A SNP-A482 has a faster half-life compared to KDM4A WT (Figure 2D), we hypothesized that SNP-A482 protein levels would be lower than KDM4A WT protein levels in the presence of mTOR inhibitors. To test this hypothesis, we treated two cell lines of each of the KDM4A homozygous genotypes \([i.e., \text{ homozygote SNP-A482 (Figure 4D) or WT (Figure 4E)}]\) with Rapamycin and analyzed endogenous KDM4A levels over time (Figure 4D,E and S3A). Indeed, H290 and RERF-LC-KJ cells, which are homozygous for KDM4A SNP-A482, exhibited reduced endogenous KDM4A protein levels upon mTOR inhibition (Figure 4D); whereas, LU99B and H2591 cells, which are homozygous for KDM4A WT, did not exhibit this phenotype (Figure 4E and Figure S3A, compare blue line to red line, \(p=0.034\), significance for overall difference). In order to rule out the contribution of different genetic backgrounds in these cancer cell lines, we performed the same experiments within a single cell line that transiently overexpressed GFP-KDM4A WT or GFP-KDM4A SNP-A482. We observed the same phenotype in these cells (Figure S3B, compare blue line to red line, respectively; \(p=0.003\), significance for overall difference). Taken together, these data suggest that mTOR inhibition leads to a more pronounced decrease in SNP-A482 protein levels than WT KDM4A.

**Reduced KDM4A protein levels enhances cell sensitivity to mTOR inhibitors**

We hypothesized that the increased mTOR inhibitor sensitivity observed for KDM4A SNP-A482 cell lines was due at least in part to the stronger reduction in KDM4A levels upon mTOR inhibitor treatment. To test this hypothesis, KDM4A was depleted from cells using shRNAs, and cell proliferation was monitored during Rapamycin treatment. Indeed, shRNAs directed against KDM4A further extended the already increased doubling time observed after Rapamycin treatment (Figures 4F and S3C). In order to confirm this result, cells were depleted of KDM4A prior to treatment with the ATP-competitive mTOR inhibitor AZD8055 for 48h before cell proliferation and viability was assessed using MTT assays. Independent experiments demonstrated an increased sensitivity to mTOR inhibition upon KDM4A knock-down (Figures
Consistent with these observations, we most recently demonstrated that KDM4A interacts with translation initiation factors and modulates protein synthesis, which was enhanced with mTOR inhibition (19). Taken together, these data suggest that SNP-A482 status and KDM4A levels play an important role in sensitizing cells to mTOR inhibitors (Figure 4H).

**DISCUSSION**

Personalized therapy is becoming more common in cancer treatment (20). For example, SNP status can be used to assess risk of disease or predict outcome and/or response to treatment and may also have a place in the sub-classification of patients for optimal treatment delivery (2, 3). The ultimate goal of this approach is to utilize the genetic/biochemical properties of a target in certain cancer types and/or individuals to provide more effective treatment strategies. In order to achieve this goal, genetic and biochemical properties need to be established for genetic alterations linked to diseases.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report that identifies a coding SNP within a chromatin modifier with links to NSCLC outcome and drug response. These data are particularly important given that 85% of lung cancers are NSCLC, with 70% presenting as advanced disease, *i.e.* locally advanced IIIB or metastatic disease IV, and are not considered to be curable. The five-year survival rates for these advanced NSCLC stages are 7% and 2%, respectively. Moreover, mTOR and PI3K inhibitors are being used to treat NSCLC (20, 21). Testing for multiple biomarkers in order to apply more targeted therapies is already considered to be the standard of care for lung cancer (20). Therefore, our study provides another possible option to stratify and possibly treat sub-groups of NSCLC patients.
We report that KDM4A SNP-A482 is linked to worse outcome in NSCLC patients; however, the analyses suggest this single variable is not a sufficient biomarker. Future studies with larger datasets are required to better clarify this possibility. The association with worse outcome in our data could reveal the fact that KDM4A levels or altered function result in a benefit to certain tumors. For example, tumors with lower KDM4A protein levels have been shown to predict significantly worse overall survival (12). Interestingly, 20% of tumors assessed from the TCGA present a copy loss of KDM4A, which correlated with a decrease in KDM4A RNA levels (10). Furthermore, reduced KDM4A protein levels are observed with cancer progression and metastasis (12). Therefore, tumors with SNP-A482 could possess an ability to more effectively reduce KDM4A levels. Another possibility is that since SNP-A482 is germline transmitted, the cells throughout the body could be the basis for the associated worse outcome. For example, patients could have impaired immune responses, increased toxicity to therapies or altered tissue repair. For these reasons, analyses of additional data sets as well as prospective genetic studies evaluating the response of tumors and the individual to treatment as well as noted toxicities will be necessary to fully understand the impact of the SNP on patient outcome.

Since SNP-A482 and KDM4A depletion increased mTOR inhibitor sensitivity, we suspect that other cancer sub-types will also be good candidates for this genetic or chemical based targeting in the future (Figure 4H). For example, the mTOR inhibitor Temsirolimus (CCI-779) is used for advanced refractory renal cell carcinoma (RCC) (22). A phase II clinical trial presented an objective response rate for only 7% of RCC patients (22). Interestingly, this proportion is similar to that observed for individuals homozygous for the rs586339 minor allele (KDM4A SNP-A482) (Figures 1C and S1A). It would be interesting to determine whether response correlates with KDM4A SNP-A482 status in RCC.
In conclusion, we have now uncovered a genetic feature in \textit{KDM4A} (SNP-A482) that could allow patient stratification and more effective treatment options for these individuals. Since the \textit{KDM4A} allele is lost in certain tumors (10), these tumors could also be ideal candidates for mTOR-related chemotherapies. Overall, the current study highlights the fact that biochemical and cellular analyses of somatic and polymorphic variants within chromatin-modifying enzymes can identify associated signaling pathways and establish optimal chemotherapeutic targets in the future.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell culture and drug treatments.** For tissue culture and generation of stable cell lines see (10). HEK 293T and RPE cells have been obtained from ATCC, no authentication has been done by the authors. All lung cell lines were sourced from commercial vendors. To exclude cross-contaminated or synonymous lines, a panel of 92 SNPs was profiled for each cell line (Sequenom) and a pairwise comparison score was calculated. In addition, we performed short tandem repeat (STR) analysis (AmpFISTR Identifiler, Applied Biosystems) and matched this to an existing STR profile generated by the providing repository. After initial expansion and STR analysis each stock vial of cells was not propagated for more than 2 months. Rapamycin (LC Laboratories) and AZD8055 (Selleckchem) were used at indicated concentrations. Cycloheximide and MG132 were used as described in (8).

**Plasmids, siRNAs and transfections.** Plasmid transfections were performed using X-tremeGENE 9 DNA transfection reagent (Roche) on 6x10^5 HEK 293T cells plated in 10 cm dishes 20h prior to transfection. The complexes were incubated with the cells in OptiMEM for 4h before being replaced by fresh media. Cells were harvested 48-72h after transfection. The transfected plasmids were: pCS2-3xHA-KDM4A, pCS2-3xHA-KDM4A-E482A, pMSCV-GFP (10), pMSCV-GFP-KDM4A (10), pMSCV-GFP-KDM4A-E482A, pcDNA3-3xMYC-Cullin1 (8),
pSUPER (10), pSUPER-4C (referred as 4A.2 throughout the figures) (10), pLKO, pLKO-A06 (referred as 4A.6 throughout the figures), pLKO-A10 (referred as 4A.10 throughout the figures). For the MTT assays shRNAs were transfected twice 48h apart.

**Western blot analysis.** Western blot analyses were performed according to (8).

**Antibodies.** The antibodies used were Actinin (Santa Cruz, sc-17829), Ubiquitin, KDM4A, Cullin 1 and β-Actin antibodies were described in (8).

**HapMap frequencies.** The HapMap frequencies are from the HapMap Public Release #28 (13).

**Co-immunoprecipitation.** The co-immunoprecipitations experiments were performed as described in (8).

**Catalytic activity of KDM4A WT and SNP-A482.** All immunofluorescence experiments were performed as in (10). Fifty cells were scored per replicate.

**Patient outcome.** For complete methods see (15). p values have been calculated based on a recessive model with unadjusted covariates. The time-dependent receiver operator characteristics curve (ROC) analyses have been done as described in (16). The patient studies were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Institutional Review Board of the Massachusetts General Hospital approved the studies and all patients provided informed consent.

**Drug screen.** A panel of 86 cell lines were used in a high-throughput viability screen as described before (23). The cell lines were randomly selected out of a collection of 160 lung
cancer cell lines available at MGH, and based on the mutational data available they appear to be representative of NSCLC lines in general and capture major mutational events described for this cancer at the expected frequency. All mutational data available are provided in supplementary table 2. Additional details are available at (24). The compounds were targeted agents mostly at late stage of clinical or preclinical development selected based on therapeutic relevance of the drugs themselves or of the targets for compounds not clinically tested. They cover a broad range of targets not restricted to the PI3K pathway including CDK, Aurora, proteasome, EGFR, SRC, IGF1R, MEK. The compounds cover over 50 different nominal targets with some redundancy towards the most clinically relevant targets. The full list of drugs and their primary target is provided as supplementary table 3.

Cells were seeded in 96-well at ~15% confluency in medium with 5% FBS and penicillin/streptavidin. The optimal cell number for each cell line was determined to ensure that each was in growth phase at the end of the assay. After overnight incubation cells were treated with three concentrations of each compound in triplicate (10-fold dilution series) using liquid handling robotics, and then returned to the incubator for assay at a 72h time point. Cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 30 minutes and then stained with 1µM of the fluorescent nucleic acid stain Syto60 (Invitrogen) for 1h. Quantitation of fluorescent signal intensity was performed using a fluorescent plate reader at excitation and emission wavelengths of 630/695nM. The mean of triplicate values for each drug concentration was compared with untreated wells, and a viability ratio was calculated.

The statistical association between drug sensitivity and KDM4A SNP-A482 status was tested using a series of Fisher exact tests designed to capture the differential drug effect across the full range of viability observed: for these tests the cell lines were designated as KDM4A SNP-A482 positive if they are homozygous for the minor alleles and compared to heterozygous and homozygous major alleles cell lines grouped together. For each drug and concentration used
the cell lines were rank ordered from most to least sensitive and a contingency table was built by designating the top 5% sensitive cell lines as “sensitive” and the rest as “resistant”. The result of the Fisher exact test for this threshold of sensitivity was recorded and the procedure was repeated using as a sensitivity threshold the 10\(^{th}\) percentile to the 75\(^{th}\) percentile by five percentiles increment. The minimum p value for a given drug across the three concentrations tested is reported. The drug effect is the difference between the mean viability of KDM4A SNP-A482 homozygous cell lines and the mean viability of the other cell lines tested at the concentration matching the reported Fisher’s exact test p value. The statistical significance of the enrichment for mTOR inhibitors in the group of drugs associated with the presence of the minor allele KDM4A SNP-A482 was tested using a Fisher’s exact test with five mTOR inhibitors and 15 other drugs statistically linked to KDM4A SNP-A482 status versus one mTOR inhibitor and 66 other drugs not statistically linked to KDM4A SNP-A482 status.

**Monitored cell proliferation assay.** Seventy-two hours post transfection, 1x10\(^4\) HEK 293T cells were seeded per well of a 96 well plate, and then treated after 24h. Cell proliferation was monitored with an xCELLigence system (Roche) (25).

**MTT assays.** MTT assays were performed following supplier’s instructions from the Cell Proliferation Kit I (MTT) from Roche. For shRNA experiments, after two subsequent shRNA transfections, cells were seeded in 96 wells plates before being treated 24h later. Briefly, 1x10\(^4\) cells were seeded per well of a 96 well plate and grown for 24h before treatment. Forty-eight hours later, cells were assayed. We determined sensitivity by subtracting the background from the absorbance.

**Statistics.** All errors bars represent SEM. Half lives were calculated using a polynomial trend line (8). p values were determined by a two-tailed student’s t test or a two way ANOVA when
noted; * represents p<0.05. For the NSCLC patient analyses, frequency comparisons were tested using the chi-square test. Hazard Ratios and the significances of the association were calculated using a Cox model. Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the survival curves. For the drug screen, p values were calculated with Fisher’s exact test.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. **KDM4A SNP-A482 (rs586339) correlates with worse outcome in NSCLC patients.**

(A) Schematic of the human KDM4A protein is shown with both the protein domains and the position of the coding SNP rs586339 (E482A). Jumonji (JmjN and JmjC), PHD and Tudor (T) domains are represented. (B) E482 is the conserved allele. The alignment of sequence surrounding E482A is shown for multiple species. (C) HapMap frequencies for rs586339 are presented (August 2010 HapMap public release #28) (13). **ASW-** African Ancestry in SW USA (n=57); **CEU-** U.S. Utah residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe (n=113); **CHB-** Han Chinese in Beijing, China (n=135); **CHD-** Chinese in Metropolitan Denver, CO, USA (n=109); **GIH-** Gujarati Indians in Houston, TX, USA (n=99); **JPT-** Japanese in Tokyo, Japan (n=113); **LWK-** Luhya in Webuye, Kenya (n=110); **MKK-** Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya (n=155); **MXL-** Mexican Ancestry in Los Angeles, CA, USA (n=58); **TSI-** Toscani in Italia (n=102); **YRI-** Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (n=147). (D) Representative **KDM4A** sequencing plots from three different lung cancer cell lines- homozygote wild type (WT, GAA:GAA), heterozygote (HET, GAA:GCA) and homozygote SNP (A-482, GCA:GCA). (E) **KDM4A** SNP-A482 stratification for late stage NSCLC patients. HR represents the hazard ratio, 95%CI the 95% confidence interval, p the p value, n the number of patients in each category, AA the genotype for homozygote wild-type (E482), AC for heterozygote, CC for homozygote SNP (A482). Gray boxes highlight the parameters with significance, including the data in supplementary figure 1 panels B-F. Frequency comparisons were tested using the chi-square test, and Hazard Ratios were calculated using a Cox model. Also see supplementary Figure S1.
Figure 2. SNP-A482 promotes KDM4A ubiquitination and turnover. (A) KDM4A WT and SNP-A482 comparably demethylate H3K36me3 and H3K9me3. 3xHA-KDM4A WT and 3xHA-KDM4A SNP-A482 were transfected into RPE cells, fixed and stained with the indicated antibodies. The graph represents an average of two experiments. At least fifty cells were scored per experiment. (B) KDM4A SNP-A482 exhibits a two-fold greater ubiquitination than KDM4A WT. GFP-KDM4A WT and GFP-KDM4A SNP-A482 were transfected into HEK 293T cells prior to immunoprecipitation with a GFP antibody under denaturing conditions and immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies. Quantification was performed with ImageJ. The graph represents an average of five independent experiments that show the ratio of ubiquitin signal to the amount of immunoprecipitated protein. (C) GFP-A482 co-immunoprecipitates more MYC-Cullin1 than GFP-WT KDM4A. GFP-WT and GFP-A482 were transfected into HEK 293T cells before being immunoprecipitated with a GFP antibody and immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies. (D) GFP-A482 has a shorter half-life than GFP-WT KDM4A. HEK 293T cells overexpressing GFP-WT or GFP-A482 were treated with cycloheximide and western blotted. The y axis represents the ratio of GFP-tagged KDM4A relative to time 0, which was normalized to β-actin. The average of 16 independent experiments is shown. All error bars represent the SEM. P values were determined by a two-tailed student’s t test; * represents p<0.05.

Figure 3. KDM4A SNP-A482 impacts cellular sensitivity to specific drugs. (A) Volcano plot representing statistical significance (inverted Y axis) versus the effect of KDM4A SNP-A482 on drug sensitivity. Compounds above the X axis are statistically significant (p<0.05). Eighty seven cell lines and eighty eight compounds were used; the statistical significance of the enrichment for mTOR inhibitors in the group of drugs linked to the SNP status is indicated (p=0.002). (B) A list of compounds with statistically different sensitivity in (A), their associated targets and
corresponding p values are shown. p values were calculated with Fisher’s exact test. Also see supplementary Figure S2 and supplementary Table 1.

**Figure 4. KDM4A levels impact cellular sensitivity to mTOR inhibitors.** (A) KDM4A protein levels decrease upon Rapamycin treatment. HEK 293T cells were treated with 100ng/ml of Rapamycin for 24h. (B) Graphical representation of an average of three independent experiments from (A). (C) KDM4A RNA levels are stable upon Rapamycin treatment. HEK 293T cells were treated with 100ng/ml of Rapamycin for 24h before RNA was harvested. An average of three independent quantitative RT-PCR experiments is represented. (D-E) Endogenous KDM4A SNP-A482 protein levels decrease more upon Rapamycin treatment than WT KDM4A. Lung cell lines homozygous for KDM4A SNP-A482 (D; H290 and RERF-LC-KJ) or WT (E; LU99B and H2591) were treated with 100ng/ml of Rapamycin for 24h. Independent replicates (r1 and r2) are shown per time point. Quantification was performed with ImageJ. The numbers under the blots represent the ratio of the amount of KDM4A to the amount of Actinin, normalized to vehicle. (F) HEK 293T cells transfected with three different shRNAs directed against KDM4A have increased sensitivity to Rapamycin when compared to control vector transfected cells. HEK 293T cells were seeded 24h after transfection and treated with 100ng/ml of Rapamycin 24h after seeding. The graphs represent the doubling time between 5h and 35h after Rapamycin treatment. An average of three independent experiments is represented. (G) HEK 293T cells transfected with shRNA 4A.6 are more sensitive to AZD8055 than cells transfected with the control vector. Cells were seeded 24h after the second shRNA transfection and were then treated with the indicated drugs and associated concentrations 24h later. 48h after treatment, samples were analyzed by MTT assay. The assays were normalized to a sample collected and assayed at the treatment time. The Y axis represents the viability ratio relative to DMSO. The average of three independent experiments is represented. (H) Model. KDM4A depletion of SNP-A482 enhanced the sensitivity to mTOR inhibitors. All error bars represent the
SEM. p values were determined by a two-tailed student's t test; * represents p<0.05. Also see supplementary Figure S3.
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[Graph showing demethylated cells (H3K9me3 and H3K36me3) for HA-WT and HA-A482]  

B

[Western blot analysis showing α-ubiquitin and α-KDM4A (GFP-KDM4A)]

C

[Table and Western blot analysis for α-KDM4A (GFP-KDM4A), α-KDM4A (longer exposure), MYC-Cullin1, and MYC-Cullin1 (longer exposure)]

D

[Bar graph showing ratio to time 0 (GFP-KDM4A/β-Actin)]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Compound name</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>PP 242</td>
<td>mTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>BEZ235</td>
<td>mTOR, PI3K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>JW-5-8-1</td>
<td>mTOR, PI3K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>Torin</td>
<td>mTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>RAD001</td>
<td>mTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>CGP60474</td>
<td>CDK 1,2,5,7,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>Seliciclib</td>
<td>CDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>AZD1152</td>
<td>AURK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>VX680</td>
<td>AURK, FLT3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>GW843682X</td>
<td>PLK1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>BI-2536</td>
<td>PLK1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>S-Trityl-L-cysteine</td>
<td>Eg5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>DM3189</td>
<td>BMP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>MS275</td>
<td>HDAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>BMS-536924</td>
<td>IGF1R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>AZD628</td>
<td>RAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>Pimozone</td>
<td>STAT3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>Lapatinib</td>
<td>ERBB2, EGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>CL-387,785</td>
<td>ERBB2, EGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>AZD6244</td>
<td>MEK 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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